
ONLINE COACHING PAYMENTS –
TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

CURRENCY: All fee’s will be levied in New Zealand dollars.

CHARITY REGISTRATION NUMBER: CC20231

CUSTOMER SERVICE NUMBER: 09 528 9782

CONSENT/PRIVACY POLICY: In enrolling into this programme, I consent to Tennis
Auckland Region Inc (TAR) collecting details for the purpose of administering the
programme. This consent is given in accordance with the Privacy Act, 1993.

I also confirm that the player agrees to abide by the programme rules and
conditions. In enrolling in the programme, the player automatically grants to the
programme manager and sponsors the right in perpetuity to make, use and show
pictures of him/her, motion or still, taken during training or competition without
compensation. I hereby permit the free use of name, voice or picture to be used in
any broadcasting, advertising or promotion or any other way relating to this
programme pursuant to the Privacy Act 1993.

This consent entitles TAR to process payment for term fees. I also consent to TAR
registering my child on the Tennis Hot Shots website and forwarding to Tennis
New Zealand these details for the purposes of sending information and
communications related to Tennis Hot Shots. I also acknowledge my right to access
and correct this information.

DISCLAIMER: Players shall not have any claim or right of redress against TAR or its
management, officials, staff, volunteers or any other person involved with the
running of this programme or any fellow participant in respect of personal injury or
the loss of any property or equipment in any way howsoever or any social event or
function associated therewith. Tennis Hot Shots t-shirts are subject to Tennis New
Zealand scheduling and availability.

REFUND POLICY: In the unlikely event you are unable to attend more than 50% of
your enrolled sessions consecutively in a given term due to serious injury or illness,
TAR will reimburse 50% of the cost of those pre-paid sessions. Players are asked to
provide a medical certificate from a registered practitioner. If you are able to return
to training before the end of term make up sessions can be arranged where
possible prior to the end of that term at no cost.


